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Yield UK – Annual maintenance programme
extends reliability
Benefits

Located in Widnes between
Liverpool and Manchester, Yield
UK provides specialist Recycling
and Waste Management services,
including security shredding and
product destruction, to a range
of public and private sector
organisations – supporting clients
in their legal and commercial
responsibilities for minimising
waste to landfill.
The company sorts and bales
between 500 and 600 tonnes of
waste material per week, enough
to fill 12 to 15 container loads.
This includes cardboard, plastic
bottles and film, HDPE,
polypropylene and shredded
paper, all of which is then shipped
on for recycling. Core to the
operation are two Presona balers,
supplied and serviced by
Middleton Engineering.
With both increasing
competition in the sector and
pressure to divert more and more
from landfill, reliability is a crucial
factor for Yield UK. This ensures
that the team can service client
contracts smoothly and schedule
new work with confidence.
The machines are worked hard,
five days a week, and an annual
maintenance contract involving
regular inspection and service
visits, ensures they are always
running at their best with few
surprises. A good investment
according to Phil Brown
Operations Manager, Yield UK
who explains that unexpected
downtime would very quickly
impact operations and that client
contracts would suffer.

• Annual service contract
minimises breakdowns and
provides peace of mind
• Telephone support quickly
resolves 90% of faults
• Fast response and expert service
• Annual service contract enables
better budgeting, as costs can
be spread evenly over the
financial year and ensures no
sudden, unexpected repair bills

“The baling operation is a
crucial element of our business
and in the five years we’ve been
working with Middleton
Engineering we’ve had no
unexpected breakdowns. Service
is fast and efficient when we
need it and issues are resolved
fast. Telephone support in
particular has been very useful
and they have the expertise to
talk us through and resolve
90% of the issues we experience,
which in turn means downtime
has been significantly reduced.
At the end of the day it means
we can concentrate on servicing
our client contracts and
expanding the business with
the peace of mind that we can
plan and schedule work with
confidence.”
Phil Brown,
Operations Manager,
Yield UK
www.yieldu k.net

Prepress baler deals with 500-600 tonnes
of waste per week

Small, fully automatic, shear baler in
action

Middleton In floor rubber belt conveyor
working
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